Resolving the difference.
Hall A results were for 0.3 < p rel < 0.5 GeV/c and p tot < 0.3 GeV/c.
Integrate CLAS results for σ(pp)/σ(pn) over the same p rel range and plot versus p tot . → AGREEMENT! Black: Golak one-body. Blue-Dashed: Golak pp:pn ratio in bound state. Black-Dotted: Pair counting ratio.
Hall A/BNL results

CLAS results
submitted to PRL (Baghdasaryan et al.) The tensor force dominates! e.g. Schiavilla et al., PRL 98, 132501 (2007) .
At low p tot the pn pair is deuteron-like and the tensor force mixes in d wave.
At low p tot the pp pair has little d-wave and there is a deep minimum in the momentum distributions so σ(pp) < σ(pn).
As p tot increases the pp tensor force fills in this minimum and σ(pp)/σ(pn) rises.
Short-Range Correlations in Nuclei
Conclusions.
Short-Range Correlations are an important next step in fully describing nuclei; they account for 10-20% of the ground state cross sections.
Proton-neutron pairs are far more prevalent at low p tot , but pp pairs rise to the same level at p tot > 0.25 GeV/c.
The tensor force is essential for understanding SRCs and the nuclear ground state.
The Future.
With CLAS: data mining proposal has been submitted to DOE.
More detailed study of 2N-SRC and the deuteron system.
A search for non-nucleonic decays of the SRC via ∆-isobar production.
A search for 3N SRC.
In Hall A: Experiment E03-101 investigated the photodisintegration of pp pairs in 3 He.
Experiment E08-014 is scheduled to search for three-nucleon SRCs in May, 2011.
Two-and Three-Body Forces in Light Nuclei
The N N force has significant two-and three-body components; the break-up of light nuclei is a path to understand these components.
The balance between two-and three-body forces could reveal the fundamental features of the N N force, (e.g. the range) and the effect of the nuclear medium.
We can study the transition from soft (hadronic) physics to hard (constituent-quark).
Reactions being analyzed:
3 He(γ, dp) (2-body breakup) 
Two-and Three-Body Forces in Light Nuclei
Reactions being analyzed:
3 He(γ, dp) (2-body breakup)
He(γ, π
I also want to recognize the many contributions to this field from Barry Berman, a valued member of our CLAS Collaboration.
Two-and Three-Body Forces in Light Nuclei
Reactions being analyzed:
Two-and Three-Body Forces in 3
He(γ, pp)n Selecting two-and three-body events using the Dalitz plot. He(γ, pp)n Extract ratio of three-to two-body cross sections; peak corresponds to three-body range scale?
E γ dependence with neutron spectator by angle bin (red).
Blue -Deuteron photodisintegration.
Mirazita et al., PRC 70, 014005 (2004) .
Scaled by 1 4 .
-forward; △ -back angles.
Evidence of scaling?
Two-and Three-Body Forces in
3 He(γ, π + t)
Motivation
Compare elementary process on a free nucleon (γp → π + n) with the same reaction in the nucleus.
Probe the N N force, the pion cloud, and mesonic degrees of freedom.
The triton and 3 He are the lightest nuclei with coherent photoproduction with charge exchange and a well-defined final state.
Previous work
Previous data at low Q 2 could be explained by including one-and two-body effects.
Failed to account for all the cross section at higher momentum transfer.
S. Kamalov et al. PRL 75, 1288 PRL 75, (1995 .
Two-and Three-Body Forces in 3
Measured dσ/dΩ for 3 He(γ, π + t) at higher photon energy (E γ = 0.5 − 1.55 GeV) and more π + angles θ π . Combine CLAS data and other measurements and use fits to s −11 to determine the minimum P T where the scaling begins (at P T > 1.1 GeV/c). (2000)).
Now fit remaining data for
Analysis of existing CLAS data (CAA-NP07-01) on the azimuthal asymmetry hold the promise of differentiating among the different approaches.
Scaling in Photodisintegration of Nuclei
Other exclusive reactions Brodsky et al. (Phys.Lett. B578, 69 (2004) .) suggest that 3 He(γ, pp)n could be a testing ground for hard processes.
pp breakup not much smaller than the pn breakup.
energy-dependent oscillations seen in pp could appear.
Recall 3 He(γ, pp)n (red points).
Blue points from deuteron photodisintegration.
Scaled by Scaling observed for E γ > 2 GeV and σ pp is about 20 times smaller than σ pn measured in deuteron photodisintegration.
Hard rescattering model (Frankfurt et al. PRL, 84, 3045 (2000) ) reproduces scaling.
Results could be due to scaling but the tensor force effects seen in the SRC studies by Baghdasaryan et al. offer an alternative explanation.
Large structure in E γ = 1 − 2 GeV may be due to γN or γN N resonances reminiscent of pion photoproduction.
Consistent with preliminary results from CLAS.
Complementary results from Hall A Experiment E03-101 measured 3 He(γ, pp)n at θ cm p = 90 • and for E γ = 0.8 − 4.7 GeV (Pomerantz, PLB 684, 106 (2010) ).
Scaling observed for E γ > 2 GeV and σ pp is about 20 times smaller than σ pn measured in deuteron photodisintegration.
Consistent with preliminary results from CLAS. 
Momentum and energy conservation lead to
where x B = Q 2 /2m N ν, ∆M 2 = M 2 A + M 2 A−1 − m 2 N and p m = p f − q = − p A−1 (see K. Egiyan PRC, 68, 014313 (2003) ).
This result relates a minimum p m (p min m ) to Bjorken x B and Q 2 .
For a given Q 2 we can select a value of x B such that the p min m > p F ermi . We can do this for different nuclei. deuterium
